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Technology

 First impact to workplace – Clocks – late 
1800’s

 Computerised time clocks
 Payroll systems – number not names
 Security systems and surveillance cameras
 Email & computer use – monitoring systems

 Productivity, efficiency and improving 
results

 Mistrust and fear by employees



What has changed?

 Face-to-face meetings have often given 
way to video conferences

 Mailrooms to email inboxes
 Typewriters to tablets, laptops and 

smart phones



A report that made me think….

 A study by Pew Research Center reported that 78% of 
people use personal social media for work-related 
activities such as solving problems or fostering 
relationships with coworkers

 34% use social media to take a mental break from work

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/06/22/social-media-and-the-workplace/


Changing Interactions

 Office exchanges
 Self service shopping
 Online shopping

 Distracted driving
 Misuse and security issues

 Constant flow of emails
 Meeting reminders



What research shows us?



What research shows us?
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Generational Impacts



Differing approaches

When they were 18, if someone didn’t know something?

Baby Boomers – ask / pick up the phone 

Generation X – send an email 

Millennials – ‘Google’ it

Generation Z - ???



The future workforce

What’s next…. Generation Alpha

‘Born to digital technology like it’s a fifth element 
of nature, Alphas will be the wealthiest, the most 
intensely educated and most dynamic generation 

that human society has yet seen.’ 
(Prof Joe Nellis, Cranfield Business School, 2017)



With this influence of technology, how 
should organisations manage the 

workforce to keep human connection 
alive?
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